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The Lord said to Samuel, "How long will you grieve over Saul?"
How long will you grieve? How long?
We don't know how long it's been since Samuel got his big disappointment â��
Saul acted contrary to Samuel's instructions from God
Whether Saul failed, or Samuel failed in his task of hearing God and guiding Saul, it seems that the situation
is broken.
And it has been a blow to Samuel. He mourns the loss of the king he had hoped Saul would be.
It seems like the King has hit a dead end
Samuel has hit a dead end
Maybe even God's people have come to a dead end.
We don't know how long it's been, and it's never wrong to grieve over a loss. But maybe Samuel was getting a
bit stuck there at the dead end.
Maybe it was all he could see?
He had brought so much passion and so much work to the project of guiding Saul along God's track, and had
come to the end of the line with nothing to show for it.
had been completely invested in "the plan" â�� of course he'd be crippled by its failure. Maybe he doubted
himself, doubted God? When something that encompasses your whole life's work and your wholehearted
relationship with the Divine crashes and burns, how can you not be stuck? How can you keep from replaying
the scenes of failure and disappointment over in your mind, trying to find what went wrong, what you could
have done differently, who to blame?
When your vision of God at work in the world has ended in a dead-end, how natural it is to find yourself just
collapsing there, at the end of the road, stuck.

Even though we get very few words about Samuel's thoughts and feelings at this point, it's pretty easy to
imagine them from the context, isn't it? It's not too hard to picture him metaphorically setting at that dead end
in your mind's eye. And my guess is, friends, that it's easy because we all know what that looks and feels like
in our own lives. We know how disappointment, loss, and failure can weigh us down.
we get stuck
when what looked the most promising ends up as a bust, we don't know what to do
so we dig around in our bag of memories, looking for an answer
we dig around in our bag of plans and strategies, coming up again and again with the same broken pieces
we dig around in our bag of vision and imagination and find it utterly empty.
We recognize Samuel, don't we? Maybe you too have at some point in time, or some area of your life, found
yourself at a dead end, at a loss for what else to do but to just sit down and stay there. It's as if we run down
the paths of our lives with blinders on, and even when that path ends abruptly, those blinders keep us staring
straight ahead at the broken dream, the empty bag, the end of the road, unable to see anything to the right or
the left. We recognize Samuel because sometimes we too find ourselves stuck at a dead end, without any
sense of whether or how to continue, without any sense of hope or possibilities.

Now we've got one other apparent dead end to consider this morning, in the gospel. A walking, talking dead
end, according to his community: a blind man.
Jesus' disciples and the Pharisees agree: he's a lost cause.
'Jesus, who sinned to make this happen?'
'You were born entirely in sins, and are you trying to teach us?'
it was a commonplace assumption that this kind of physical infirmity, and other kinds of misfortune as well,
were evidence of serious moral failure. The only question the disciples have is whose failure was it?
(and friends, enlightened though we all hope to be, our societies still tend to think this way, no? be it crime,
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poverty, what have you, there are myriad ways we still blame the victim, don't we?)
those around our blind friend did not see a person, a beloved child of God, they saw something broken. They
saw a dead end. He was at very least a hopeless case with no future, and at worst, an irredeemable sinner.
His difference became all that they could see. In a way they are the ones who are blind, because they are
unable to see beyond what they perceive as his failure.
The man born blind is a dead end. When others see him, they see no possibilities. They "know" that he is not
just at a dead end, he is a dead end.

But of course Jesus sees with clear eyes. Jesus doesn't have the blinders that keep him focused only on this
man's difference. Jesus sees the whole world, and this man, as God does â�� all caught up in God's love for
the world, God's active presence in the world. Listen to Jesus:
'Neither this man nor his parents sinned; he was born blind so that God's works might be revealed in him.'

This man exists, as he is, for the same reason each of us and the whole world exists, as we are: for the glory of
God. As a place for God's transforming love to be revealed. He exists, and we exist, to live out together the
truth of Jesus' death and resurrection â�� that God is never . done. working. in. the . world . That God doesn't
"do" dead ends. When Jesus sees this man, Jesus does not see a dead end. Jesus sees with God's eyes â�� he
sees new life bursting into this world. He sees possibilities. Jesus sees God at work. An encounter with Jesus
shifts the vision entirely. Instead of a dead end, our friend is revealed to us (and probably to himself as well)
as he truly is. He's been told his whole life that he is a nobody, unworthy of anyone's time and attention. And
here he is, arguing fearlessly with powerful people, using his clear sight to point others to the one who can
broaden their vision and lift their eyes from the dead ends they find everywhere.

God does the same for Samuel. "Fill your horn with oil and set out," God says. God is never done working in
the world. No situation is irredeemable â�� nothing is too far gone for God's loving transformation to work.
We might not get the new vision we might choose for ourselves (Saul does not get rehabilitated, and God
passed on Samuel's chosen candidate, and six others, to one who seemed a rather unlikely choice). What
seemed a dead end is not in fact the end for Samuel, or for God's people. Brokenness and disappointment do
not get the last word. What was lost is indeed gone, but God's work is not limited by our hopes or our failures.

(Now just as a quick aside I want to mention that nothing in our readings suggests that God chose to make this
man blind or to have Saul fail. I do not believe that God causes brokenness, loss, or sadness so that God can
come out of the scenario looking like a hero. Both of these stories show God's power over brokenness, his
ability to work with and through whatever we give God.)

God came to Samuel at his dead end, as he stared at his feet, lost, and God said, "Get up! Look around! I'm at
work around you and you don't want to miss it!" Through our friend in the gospel, Jesus' power spoke to all
around saying, "Look around! Open your eyes! Take off the blinders that keep you from sharing in God's
imagination of the possibilities for you and for the world!" Might God be coming to you this morning as well,
and to me? Might God be calling to us in our dead ends? Might God be asking to take the heavy griefs that
weighed down the bags we passed around?

Listen now, friends. God says, "look up!" When all looks lost, God sees possibilities. When all seems broken,
God sees transformation. When "the end" seems to be the last word, God speaks new beginnings. So let's open
our eyes. Even at our dead ends â�� especially at our dead ends - let's be on the lookout for God at work.
Let's set down the bags we use to haul around our disappointments and broken hopes and losses, and let's look
up in trust that God's imagination is more powerful than ours. Let's look up in expectation of new beginnings.
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